We consider the problem of learning to predict as well as the best in a group of experts making continuous predictions. We assume the learning algorithm has prior knowledge of the maximum number of mistakes of the best expert. We propose a new master strategy that achieves the best known performance for on-line learning with continuous experts in the mistake bounded model. Our ideas are based on drifting games, a generalization of boosting and on-line learning algorithms. We prove new lower bounds based on the drifting games framework which, though not as tight as previous bounds, have simpler proofs and do not require an enormous number of experts. We also extend previous lower bounds to show that our upper bounds are exactly tight for sufficiently many experts. A surprising consequence of our work is that continuous experts are only as powerful as experts making binary or no prediction in each round.
Introduction
We consider the problem of learning to predict as well as the best in a group of experts. Our model consists of a series of rounds. In each round, experts make predictions in [−1, +1] . This can be interpreted as giving a binary prediction, for example, if it will rain or not, with a certain degree of confidence. In particular, this means that an expert can choose to abstain from giving any prediction at all, in which case it predicts 0. The problem is to design a master algorithm that combines the expert predictions in each round to give its own binary prediction in {−1, +1}. At the end of each round, nature (or an adversary) reveals the truth, which is a value in {−1, +1}. The experts and the master suffer loss that depends on the amount by which their predictions deviated from the truth. Our goal is to ensure that our master algorithm does not suffer much loss relative to the best expert.
An important feature of our model, which we define rigorously in Section 2, is that we assume the master algorithm has prior knowledge of a bound k on the total loss that the best expert will suffer. With binary experts outputting predictions in {−1, +1}, this problem was essentially solved entirely by Cesa-Bianchi et al. [3] who proposed the Binomial Weights (BW) algorithm. However, their work cannot be applied to our setting since here the experts are continuous, with predictions in [−1, +1]. In such a setting, other methods, notably exponential-weight algorithms [2, 6, 7] , can be used instead. However, such algorithms do not enjoy the same level of tight optimality of the BW algorithm, and it has been an open problem since the introduction of BW as to whether this method can be generalized to continuous experts.
In this paper, we present just such a generalization. In Section 3, we propose a new master strategy that gives the best possible performance for this problem. Our algorithm predicts using a weighted majority of the experts' predictions in each round, where the weights are carefully chosen to ensure that the master's loss is small relative to k. We also show that our algorithm runs in polynomial time.
Our algorithm is based on the drifting games' framework introduced by Schapire [9] . This framework generalizes a number of on-line and boosting learning algorithms, including boost-by-majority [4] , AdaBoost [6] , the weighted majority algorithm [7] and Binomial Weights [3] . We apply the drifting games' framework directly both to derive our algorithm and to analyze its performance which, as seen in Section 4, relies heavily on properties of drifting games.
We also provide in Section 5 new lower bound constructions for master algorithms which employ weighted-majority predictions. These are slightly weaker than those provided by Cesa-Bianchi et al. [3] which already show that our algorithm is nearly the best possible when the number of experts is very large. However, their techniques are based on Spencer's [10] sophisticated results for Ulam's game and require an enormous number of experts. In contrast, our lower bounds use simpler arguments based on the drifting games' framework and are meaningful for any number of experts. In the Appendix, we show how to extend the Spencer's [10] and Cesa-Bianchi et al.'s [3] approaches to achieve exactly tight lower bounds.
A consequence of our results is that learning in our framework with continuous experts is no harder than learning with abstaining experts, i.e., experts whose predictions are restricted to be in {−1, 0, +1} (assuming that 2k is an integer), although there is a small gap between abstaining and binary experts.
Other related work. Abernethy et al. [1] extended the BW algorithm to the setting where the experts remain binary, but the master is allowed to predict continuously. Their results do not directly apply to our setting, but with some effort can be used to obtain sub-optimal bounds. For completeness, a sketch is included in Section 2.1. Continuous-time versions of drifting games, with potential applications to on-line learning, were studied by Freund and Opper [5] . In their setting, learning rounds are no longer discrete, but are instead continuous.
Expert learning model
Our expert learning model can be viewed as the following game. The players of the game are a fixed set of m experts, a master algorithm, and an adversary. The game proceeds through T rounds. In each round t, the following procedure take place.
• The master chooses real weights w t 1 , . . . , w t m over the experts.
• Each expert i makes a prediction x t i ∈ [−1, +1]. The experts' predictions are controlled by the adversary; we distinguish between the experts and the adversary for clarity of exposition.
• The master predictsŷ • The adversary then chooses a label y t ∈ {−1, +1}, causing expert i to suffer loss The total loss of any player is the sum of the losses in each round. It is guaranteed that some expert will suffer at most k total loss, where k is known ahead of time to the master. The goal of the master is to come up with a strategy to choose distributions w t in each round, so as to minimize its loss against the worst possible adversary. The performance of every fixed strategy will thus be a function of m and k.
We will only consider conservative master algorithms, i.e., algorithms that ignore rounds where it does not make a mistake, so that the weights it chooses in a certain round depend only on past rounds where it made a mistake. This will also allow us to assume that as long as the game can continue, the master makes a mistake in every round. Since one can easily convert any master algorithm in a mistake bounded model like ours to a conservative one without loss of performance, we do not lose generality with this assumption.
The binning algorithm
Abernethy et al. [1] study a similar game, where the Master predicts continuously, but the expert predictions are binary. Experts in their model may split themselves into two parts of varying masses; each part independently makes a prediction and suffers integral loss. The game terminates when the total mass of experts with error at most k is less than 1. They develop an optimal algorithm for their model, called binning. Superficially, the two models appear to be the same, but in fact, critical differences exist.
The first main difference between the models assumed by binning and ours is that experts suffer integral losses in binning, whereas in our case experts suffer continuous losses. However, their experts are amorphous and can split themselves into different parts which make different predictions and suffer different integral losses. The game state in the binning model is captured by the total mass of experts that have suffered losses 0, . . . , k, respectively. Mathematically, their state-space is [0, m] k+1 . Their terminal states are those in which the sum of coordinates is less than 1. In contrast, the state of our expert learning game in any given round is given by the (possibly fractional) cumulative losses of each expert. Mathematically, our state space is [0, k + 1] m ; the terminal states are the ones where each coordinate is greater than k.
The next main difference is that whereas we find the optimal deterministic Master, Abernethy et al. [1] bound the expected error of a Master that predicts randomly. The very point of their work was to compute the improvement that a random Master could achieve over the best possible deterministic master, which, in their setting, was known to be the Binomial Weights algorithm of Cesa-Bianchi et al. [3] . Hence, their techniques are suited for finding optimal random Master algorithms, which is not the question we study here.
Choosing weights
We describe a strategy of the master for choosing a distribution on the experts in each round. Computing this strategy requires playing a different type of game called a drifting game introduced by Schapire [9] . We begin with an abstract definition of the game, and then go on to show how such games can be used to derive the BW algorithm [3] , which is the optimal (in the broadest possible sense) master strategy in the case of binary experts. We then show how similar ideas can be used to derive a master algorithm for continuous experts.
Drifting games
A drifting game is played by a shepherd and m sheep (also known as chips in [9] ). In general, sheep exist in R d ; however, in this paper, we only consider drifting games in which d = 1. The game proceeds through T rounds. In each round t, the following procedure takes place.
• The shepherd chooses a weight w t i ∈ R for each sheep i. The sign indicates the direction he intends the sheep to move, and the magnitude encodes the importance he places on that sheep.
• Sheep i responds by shifting by z Schapire [9] suggests a shepherd strategy OS based on a set of potential functions φ t : R d → R defined recursively as follows: 
(In this paper, we regard arg min or arg max as returning the set of all values realizing the minimum or maximum.) Schapire [9] provides an upper bound on the performance of the OS algorithm and argues that (under some natural assumptions) it is optimal when the number of sheep m is very large. We record the results in the theorem below.
Theorem 1 (Drifting games [9] 
Learning with binary experts using drifting games
Consider our expert learning model with the change that experts make {−1, +1} instead of continuous predictions. The binomial weights algorithm [3] is the best possible master strategy for this problem, even among master algorithms not restricted to predicting a weighted majority of the experts' predictions at each stage. We show how a master can simulate a drifting game to derive a strategy for choosing weights on the experts so as to perform as well as the BW algorithm.
The drifting game parameters are B = {−1, +1} and δ = 0, and the loss function is L(s) = 1(x ≤ 2k − T ). The number of rounds is T = T 0 + 1 where T 0 will be specified later. For every expert, there is a sheep. At the beginning of a round, the master uses the shepherd's choice w 1 , . . . , w m for that round to assign weights to experts.
After seeing the expert predictions x i and the label y produced by the adversary, the master causes sheep i to drift by z i = −yx i . The drifting constraint (1) holds since we are in the conservative setting and assume that a mistake is made by the master in each round. Schapire [9] shows that the resulting algorithm is equivalent to BW, for a certain choice of T 0 .
We use the notation
. [3, 9] ). Consider the expert learning model described in Section 2, with the change that the expert predictions lie in {−1, +1}. For this problem, when T 0 is set to be
Theorem 2 (Learning with binary experts
the number of mistakes made by the master algorithm described in this section is upper bounded by T 0 . Further, the resulting algorithm can be computed efficiently.
Proof. At the heart of the proof, and the reason behind our choice of T 0 , lies the following result which was proved by Schapire [9] : if a drifting game with parameters δ = 0, B = {−1, +1} and loss function L(x) = 1 (x ≤ 2k − T ) is played for T rounds, then φ t can be computed exactly, yielding
Note that the position of a sheep after t rounds is 2M − t, where M is the loss suffered by the corresponding expert until then. Since we are guaranteed a mistake bound of at most k on some expert, we always have i L(s (4) we would have the following contradiction:
The last inequality follows from the fact that T 0 was chosen to satisfy T 0 = max{number of rounds :
upper bounds the maximum number of rounds for which the game can continue, or equivalently, the maximum number of mistakes our master algorithm makes, by T 0 .
Drifting games for continuous experts
The same approach from the previous section can be applied to our expert learning model, where experts make
The drifting game parameter B changes to B = [−1, +1], and a new expression for T 0 has to be chosen; everything else remains the same. We summarize the master strategy in Algorithm 1, where we choose
. We can now state our first main result.
Algorithm 1 Master algorithm for continuous experts
Require: k-mistake bound, m-number of experts 
The bound for continuous experts looks very similar to the one for binary experts, except that lg
Roughly, this means the continuous bound is twice as much as the binary one. As in learning with binary experts, the choice of T 0 in Theorem 3 is dictated by the analysis of the drifting game used for playing with continuous experts. This analysis also constitutes our main technical contribution and is summarized in the next theorem, but we defer a proof until the next section. 
In particular, we have
Further, the OS strategy for this game can be computed efficiently.
Proof of Theorem 3. Observe that T 0 = max{number of rounds :
}, where φ 0 is the potential associated with the drifting game in Theorem 4. The rest of the proof is the same as that for Theorem 2.
We can loosely upper bound the expression for the number of mistakes in Theorem 3 by
In Section 5 we will prove that, when the number of experts m is around 2 k , the mistake guarantee given in Theorem 3 is the best possible, up to an additive O(log k) term, when considering master algorithms that predict a weighted majority of the experts' predictions in each round. When m ≥ 2 2 k , our upper bound is exactly tight as shown in the Appendix.
Analysis of drifting games for continuous experts
In this section we analyze the continuous drifting game and prove Theorem 4. Throughout we will be using the following two facts: φ t is decreasing and takes values in [0, 1]. These facts were proved more generally by Schapire [9] .
We begin with a technical result necessary for proving Theorem 4.
Theorem 5 (Piecewise convexity). For every round t, φ t is piecewise convex with pieces breaking at integers, i.e., for every integer
The proof of this theorem is complicated and we defer it to Section 6. The proof relies on Lemma 1, which will also be useful otherwise. The lemma gives us a tool for recursively computing the potentials φ t . It can be proved using a more general result in [9] , but here we give a direct proof for the case of interest.
Lemma 1. If φ t is piecewise convex with pieces breaking at integers, then for s
where
For s integral, φ t−1 (s) is the maximum of φ t (s) and the above expression.
Proof. By definition
For fixed s and w, our assumptions imply that φ t (s + z) + wz is piecewise convex in z. As z varies over the convex set [−1, +1], the maximum will be realized either at an endpoint, −1 or 1, or when s + z lies at one of the endpoints of the convex pieces, which happens at the integers. This shows that we can restrict z to Z while evaluating φ t−1 (s).
Denote by ∆ the simplex of distributions over Z . By the discussion above,
where the last equality comes from Corollary 37.3.2 of [8] . Interpreting the right side as the Lagrangian dual we may compute φ t−1 (s) as the solution to the following optimization problem
The above is a linear program and is hence optimized at vertices of the polytope {p ∈ ∆ : E z∼p [z] = 0}, which are meanzero distributions supported on two points z, z of opposite signs, or concentrated on 0 when feasible, i.e., when s ∈ Z . Maximizing E z∼p [φ t (s + z)] over such vertices p yields the lemma.
As a corollary, we show how the OS algorithm may use the potentials to compute weights according to (2) .
Corollary 1.
In round t − 1, the OS algorithm puts the following weight on a sheep at location s:
where z 1 < 0 < z 2 realize the maximum in the right-hand side of (7).
Proof. We need to show
As in the proof of Lemma 1, the maximum of the left-hand side is attained by some z lying in Z (defined in (8)). Positive and negative z need to be handled separately but are symmetric (the case z = 0 ∈ Z occurs only when s is integral; but for such s, Lemma 1 tells
Call the expression being maximized in (7) f (z , z) and rewrite it as
where s(z , z) denotes the slope φ t (s + z) − φ t (s + z ) / z − z . Note both s, f are symmetric functions of their arguments. Since
we may conclude that
Finish by observing
It is now straightforward to prove Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. Theorem 5 and Lemma 1 imply that for integer points s
One can finish the proof by directly substituting into (11) the expression for φ t (s) given in (6) and verifying that the inequality holds. We omit calculations. Corollary 1 shows how the shepherd computes weights in each round. The OS routine is summarized in Algorithm 2. All we now need is a way to efficiently compute the potentials using recurrences (7) (7),
Lower bounds
In this section we provide lower bounds for on-line learning with continuous experts which almost match the upper bounds of Theorem 3, thus showing that the drifting game based on Algorithm 1 is near optimal. The bounds we obtain are weaker than those provided in the Appendix (which exactly match the upper bounds derived in the previous section). We nevertheless include these, since the arguments are much simpler, and do not require the number of experts to depend on the mistake bound. The main result of this section is the following theorem. The proof of Theorem 6 consists of showing how an adversary in the expert model can exploit adversarial sheep movement in the drifting game to force any master algorithm to suffer high loss. This is the converse of what we saw in Section 3.3, where a well-performing shepherd algorithm gave rise to master algorithms suffering low loss. At the heart of the proof of Theorem 6 is the following result on drifting games, showing how the sheep may drift without violating the drifting constraint, and yet cause any shepherd a large amount of loss. We prove Theorem 7 in the next section, but first we show how it can be used to prove Theorem 6.
Theorem 6 (Lower bound for expert learning). Consider the expert learning model defined in Section 2. For every master algorithm, the adversary can choose labels and cause the experts to make predictions in each round in a manner so as to force the master algorithm to suffer a loss of
Proof of Theorem 6. The adversary in our expert model (defined in Section 2) simulates a drifting game in R, with parameters as above. The drifting game is played for T rounds, where T is given by the expression (12). For every expert, there is a sheep. At the beginning of a round, if the master places weights w 1 , . . . , w m on the experts, the adversary causes the shepherd to drive each sheep i in the direction w i . If the sheep drift in the direction z 1 , . . . , z m , the adversary causes expert i to predict x i = z i (remember the adversary controls expert predictions). The drifting constraint i w i z i ≥ δ = 0 ensures that the weighted majority prediction of the master is 0 or 1. The adversary then outputs the label y = −1, causing the master to make a mistake in each round.
Note that the position of a sheep after t rounds is 2M − t where M is the loss suffered by the corresponding expert until then; thus an expert has suffered at most k loss if and only if the corresponding sheep lies at a point less than 2k − T at the end of the game. Hence, by our choice of loss function, the mistake bound on the experts is equivalent to ensuring the constraint that the loss suffered by the shepherd algorithm is strictly positive at the end of the game, so that at least one sheep has a final loss of 1.
Theorem 7 guarantees that the sheep can drift in a way so that the shepherd suffers at least φ 0 (0)−Θ( 
Lower bound for drifting game
We prove Theorem 7. Schapire [9] provides a similar though slightly weaker lower bound (φ 0 (0)
) which leads to considerably weaker expert learning lower bounds. The reason is that Schapire's arguments hold for much more general drifting games. By carefully tailoring his proof to our specific learning model, we achieve significant improvements.
Proof of Theorem 7. We will show that on round t, the sheep can choose to drift in directions z i so that
Here s t i is the position of sheep i in round t, and
where the maximum is taken over all possible integral positions s t of any sheep in round t. Note that this is different from the set of all possible positions, since the movement of the sheep is restricted to change by at most +1 or −1 in each round.
Among the possible positions, we take supremum over only those positions which happen to lie at an integer. Repeatedly applying the above yields 
For each i ∈ I 1 we must have
For such i we will choose z Proof. Define discrepancy to be the argument of the min, and let P * realize the minimum. If P * 's discrepancy were greater than U, we could transfer any a i from the heavier group to get a partition with lower discrepancy, a contradiction.
Notice that the U t can be trivially bounded by 1, since the φ t take values in [0, 1] . That would give us a lower bound of φ(0) − T m
. By being more careful, we get the following improvement. ). Then,
Lemma 3. Define U t as in (14
Proof. Using (6), we have, for s ≥ 0
Let s + 2k − T be the position of a sheep at the end of T − t rounds. Since it can drift by at most −1 in the negative direction in any round, we have s + 2k − T ≥ t − T so that s ≥ t − 2k. We take two cases, depending on the value of k.
Suppose t > 2k. Then, s ≥ t − 2k ≥ 1. Since (15) is larger for smaller (and non-negative) s, we can plug in s = t − 2k to compute U T −t :
When t ≤ 2k, s can be less than 1. If s < 0, the left-hand side of (15) 
completing our proof.
Proof of Theorem 5
In this section we prove Theorem 5, which states that the potentials arising out of drifting games against continuous experts are not too complicated, but are in fact piecewise convex. Without this result, none of the computations would be possible. This is also the main reason lying behind the surprising fact that continuous experts are no stronger than abstaining ones, given a large number of experts.
We prove the Theorem by (backward) induction on time steps. Our proofs would be far simpler if we could inductively assume convex, rather than piecewise-convex, potentials at later time steps. Unfortunately, this is not the case, e.g. the endpotential is the non-convex 0-1 loss function. The considerably weaker piecewise-convex condition causes many technical complications, and our proof is rather long and messy. The main ingredient is Lemma 5, proved below. We first show how this lemma suffices to prove the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5. Lemma 5 shows that φ t is convex in (n, n + 1). Since φ t is decreasing, it is right convex at n. We are left to show that φ t is left convex at n + 1; since φ t is convex and decreasing in (n, n + 1), this is equivalent to showing that φ t is left continuous at n + 1. Inductively, φ t+1 is decreasing and convex in [n, n + 1], and hence necessarily left continuous at n + 1. Since φ t (n + 1) is decreasing, it suffices to show that
As s → (n + 1)
− , the first expression tends to
where the equality holds since by induction, φ t+1 is left continuous at integers. Similarly, the second expression tends to φ t+1 (n + 1). Therefore,
But the right-hand side of the above equation is φ t (n + 1) by (11). This completes the proof.
Lemma 5. For every integer n and round t, φ t is convex in (n, n + 1).
Proof. By backwards induction on t. The base case holds since φ T is the loss function 1(x ≤ 2k − T ). Assume that φ t+1 is piecewise convex. Fix any integer n ∈ Z. We have to show that φ t is convex in (n, n + 1). Recall that, for non-integral points s, Eqs (7) and (8) to show only local convexity, meaning that every point in the domain has a neighborhood over which the function is convex. The proofs of this and other technical lemmas are given later.
Lemma 6. A locally convex function on (0, 1) is convex.
We eliminate a degenerate case before proceeding. If φ t+1 (n) = 0, then φ t+1 (s) = 0 for s ≥ n, and H 24 ends up being the 0 function. Then, max{H 23 , H 24 } = H 23 is convex. So assume that φ t+1 (n) > 0.
If H 24 were locally convex, then it would immediately follow that max{H 23 , H 24 } is also locally convex. Unfortunately, H 24 may fail to be convex in some neighborhood. We instead show that in any neighborhood, either H 24 is convex, or H 23 ≥ H 24 , which suffices. The conditions for each fact to hold are given in the next two lemmas. Since we are in the non-degenerate case (φ t+1 (n) > 0), we can algebraically simplify the conditions by introducing some notation. To that end, we define functions
and we continuously extend them at 0.
Lemma 7.
Let f , g be as in (16). Then, max{H 23 ,
. The rest is simple algebra.
Lemma 8. Let f , g be as in (16
The conditions in Lemmas 7 and 8 motivate the following definition.
L at all points, and define g : [0, 1) → R as in (16). Then, f satisfies the max-convex condition if around every point there is a neighborhood U ⊆ [0, 1) for which at least one of the following holds:
If f satisfies the max-convex condition, then our proof is complete, since then either Lemma 7 or Lemma 8 will apply. In either case, max{H 23 , H 24 } is locally convex. A picture providing intuition for why this might happen is given in Fig. 1 . Continuing with our proof, observe that (16) defines f to be a positive scaling of φ t+1 , which is convex by the inductive assumption. By construction, f is continuous at 0 and hence convex in [0, 1). By Theorem 10.1 of [8] , convexity of f implies continuity in (0, 1) as well. It turns out that by the next lemma these properties are sufficient. Lemma 9. Every convex, continuous f : [0, 1) → R satisfies the max-convex condition.
We are now done showing Lemma 5, except for proving Lemmas 6, 8 and 9, which we do next. We will use the following standard fact about convex functions (Theorems 23.1 and 24.1 in [8] ).
Lemma 10. If f is convex in a neighborhood, then its left derivative f
L exists and may be defined as 1 , b 1 ) , . . . , (a N , b N ) with a 1 < · · · < a N and b 1 < · · · < b N by minimality. Using the procedure outlined above, we may conclude that F is convex over [a, b] . Since this holds for arbitrary 0 < a and b < 1, F is convex over (0, 1).
Proof of Lemma 8. As noted in the proof of Lemma 5, f is convex, so that by Lemma 10, its left derivative exists. Next observe that function h, defined as
is convex in a neighborhood U if and only if H 24 is convex in n + U (for geometric intuition about h, refer to Fig. 1 ). For any points 0 < x < y < 1, and convex combination z = λx + µy, we get, after some algebra,
The second term is non-negative since f is convex, and the first term is non-negative if g is non-decreasing. Hence h, and thus H 24 , is convex in a region where g is not decreasing, which
Proof of Lemma 9. We will need the following fact. For any points x < y ∈ (0, 1)
is a weighted average of g(x) and
We take cases to show that for every point x, there is a neighborhood U containing it where either
: By the continuity of f and hence g, we get g(0) ≥ g(y) for y in an interval containing x. case 2:
since the first inequality follows from (18), and the second one from (17). By left continuity, f
The last equality holds since f L is increasing and f
We have therefore shown that f
holds in a neighbourhood of x. , used in the proof of Lemma 8.
since, the equality follows from (18), and the inequality from (17). If strict inequality holds, then we are done as in case 2.
Otherwise we have f
, so that for any y < x,
If strict inequality holds then, since
x is a weighted average of
x for all y < x and the segment of the curve f between (0, x) is a straight line. It follows from (18) that g(
We have considered all cases. The proof follows.
Conclusion
In this paper we designed the optimal deterministic master algorithm for continuous experts in the mistake bounded model and computed the exact worst case error it suffers. Computing the optimal random master algorithm against continuous experts is an open question. A combination of our techniques and the binning algorithm [1] might prove useful there. less powerful (although only slightly) than abstaining experts for infinitely many games. Our arguments are based on minor modifications of the reasoning in Section 2.3 of [3] and [10] .
We setup some notation. An (m, k) game is an on-line expert game with m experts and k mistake bound. The optimal number of mistakes made by the Master in an (m, k) game assuming that optimal play is denoted by q * 1, k) . Then,
It is not difficult to check, that for q k, Abs(q + 1, k) − Abs(q, k) 2 k , so that condition 2 is satisfied by almost all games.
Proof of Theorem 8. We assume familiarity with Section 2.3 of [3] and [10] . Consider the following chip game with two players Paul and Carole. There are k + 2 bins on the non-negative integer line, initially all at 0. In every round, Paul abstains on an arbitrary subset of the chips and splits the remaining chips arbitrarily into two sets. Then, Carole chooses one of the two sets and advances each chip in it by one. Abstaining twice on the same chip causes it to advance by one bin. The game ends when all chips are located beyond k. Carole wants the game to end soon, whereas Paul wants it to drag. Reasoning very similar to that in Section 2.3 of [3] shows that, assuming optimal play, the number of rounds in the chip game is q * abs (m, k). In the rest of the proof, we describe a strategy for Paul that ensures that the game lasts for at least q − 1 rounds, and when condition 2 is met, for q rounds.
The strategy consists of three stages. In the first two stages, Paul never abstains, so the state of the game can be described We will show that the game lasts forq more rounds which will complete the proof of the theorem. Henceforth, the weight of a configuration is given by W r where r is the number of rounds remaining. Next, in the second stage, we apply fictitious play as described in [10] . The analysis of the First Steps, Middle, Late Middle and Early End stages in the proof of Main Theorem in [10] carries through with our modified weight function W as well, as straightforward calculations show. Therefore, we halve the weight of the configuration every round, until, as [10] shows, we reach a configuration with at most one non-penny.
Finally, in the third stage, we modify the Endgame Lemma of [10] in Lemma 11 to finish off the proof. This is the only place where Paul might use abstaining moves. , there is a way to split the chips into two parts of exactly equal weight. The proof follows by induction.
A.2. Abstaining is continuous
Whenever condition 2 of Theorem 8 is satisfied, the upper bound for continuous experts matches the lower bound for abstaining experts, and hence both classes of experts are equally powerful. For number-theoretic reasons, the upper-bound might occasionally be one less than the optimum. The same situation occurs for the BW upper bound and the true optimum in games against binary experts. Appendix A of [3] contain an enhanced version of the BW algorithm which always achieves the exact optimum. It is straightforward to check that our algorithms for continuous and abstaining experts may be enhanced similarly to achieve exactly optimum performance for all (m, k) games with m > 2 
A.3. Binary less powerful than abstaining

